Abstract—Tourist assistant – TAIS is a service-based mobile application that provides a tourist information about attractions around based on his/her preferences and current situation in location region. The paper presents a smart space-based interaction model for TAIS services. The interaction model is backed by a two-layered ontology of tourism domain. The central idea of the interaction model is graph pattern matching implemented via the SPARQL subscription mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are currently numerous mobile systems and prototypes that offer tourist services such as restaurants, museums, architectural attractions. According to [1], at the moment of the analysis German Apple Store accounted around 780,000 applications and 36,000 travel applications (category Travel) representing a market share of 4.62% of all available applications. As has been the case with other information and communication technologies, tourism has manifested as one of the most well suited sectors to mobile technology and mobile applications [2].

In most cases, however, these services are treated independently and are not integrated with each other. It means that a typical service that aims to provide an information support for a tourist has its own database of tourist attractions (and/or hotels, events, restaurants) and a specialized mobile application that interacts with a user and displays the information from the service database. Incompleteness of each particular database gives rise to a variety of integrative approaches where information from several service databases is merged and reconciled. A thorough review of different approaches to tourist information support can be found, for example, in [3].

In this paper a goal- and data-centric approach is applied to tourist information support. Informally, that means that a user does not associate received value (information) with some particular service but enjoys the result of the work of co-existing (and possibly collaborating) services in the smart space.

This paper continues the work on the Tourist Assistant – TAIS mobile application described in [4]. The goal of this paper is to address some particularity of TAIS design that may hamper the development of third-party services for tourist information support communicating with available TAIS services. Specifically, structured description of tourist attractions and context used during service interchange involves two kinds of representation: RDF syntax enforced by Smart-M3 smart space platform, which is used as communication environment between TAIS services, and XML syntax that is, according to current TAIS implementation, embedded in some RDF triples [4].

In this paper, an RDFS ontology for tourist information is proposed, that enables pure RDF exchange between tourist information services and allows using only RDF tools to process and browse any tourist information circulating in smart space. The proposed ontology is supplemented by an interaction model describing how exactly services should interact in the smart space (Smart-M3) using this ontology.

In a wider perspective, a goal of this paper is to contribute to a development of a smart space-based information bus for tourist information that would be a convenient communication media for tourist information services of various vendors and would enable the creation of integrated tourist information support systems based on Semantic Web and smart space technologies.

Tourist Assistant – TAIS is based on Smart-M3 smart space platform, therefore blackboard interaction model and several kinds of limitations (discussed in detail in the respective section) imposed by this platform have severely influenced the proposed design.

The structure of the paper is following. Section II briefly describes related work on tourist support systems and relevant ontologies. Section III introduces TAIS contains some basic information about smart space implementation – Smart-M3, TAIS is based on. In Section IV introduces the tourist information ontology design. Section V presents the interaction model. Sections VI and VII describe an example of one service and service interaction scenario respectively.
II. RELATED WORK

One of the contributions of this paper is the ontology for communication between various tourist information services. This ontology should be expressive enough to describe all types of tourist information that are processed by TAIS and be able to describe other types of tourist information that may be useful in the future. For better understanding of potential types of information, ontology should be able to describe, available ontologies in the domain of tourism were analyzed. Another reason for a thorough analysis of currently available ontologies in the domain of tourism is that the number of structured information sources is increasing and the ontology being developed should be easily mapped to other common ontologies in the field as chances are that a potential provider of tourist information is already using one of these ontologies internally.

The difficulty of creating ontology of tourism domain is discussed in detail, for example, in [5]. The idea is that during a tourist trip a person can do almost anything he/she can do in an everyday life: go shopping, eat out, go sightseeing etc. Therefore, an ontology of tourism can include almost entire ontology of customer services coupled with cultural one. On the other hand, this ontology should somehow deal with dates, time intervals, geography and other common concepts that are best dealt with by some upper-level ontology.

One of the most elaborate ontologies in the domain of tourism is Harmonise ontology originally proposed in [6], now being the central element of HarmoNET (Harmonization Network for Exchange of Travel and Tourism Information) that aims to create a framework for data exchange in the tourism industry. The focus of this ontology is on events and accommodation.

A modular ontology is proposed in [5]. The authors of that paper use some ideas of Harmonise and propose an ontology that is centered around concepts Entity (which, in its turn, may be Spatial, SpatialTemporal, or Temporal), Service, Activity and TouristType. These concepts structure the ontology and for more specific activities (Accomodation, Gastronomy) or more general concepts (Weather, Time) other ontologies are used. Tourist types are taken from [7].

The [8] considers generic tasks and task ontology based on travelers’ perspectives, and intelligent tourist information services using them. Therefore, they propose 1) a task model of travelers’ perspective based on their needs and activities, 2) a task ontology using the generic tasks, their activities, relations, and properties, and 3) an intelligent tourist information system using task ontology based on various tasks and activities of travelers. The system consists of Tourist Contents Service (TCS) and Task-Orient Menu Service (TMS) parts, and can provide various intelligent tourist information services through task-oriented menus.

Tourism domain ontology is centered around following concepts: Accomodation, Attraction, Entertainment, Festival/Event, Food, History/Culture, Location, Weather, Shopping, Transportation.

In [9] intelligent recommendation system based on Jeju travel ontology is proposed. The system can recommend the tourist more intelligent information using properties, relationships of travel ontology. It is also responsible for finding personalized attractions and plotting location of traveler.

The authors of [10] propose the Ontology-based Intelligent Ubiquitous Tourist Information System (OiUTIS) for an interactive tourist information service tailored to both tour services and travelers in ubiquitous environments.

The e-tourism ontology in [11] is built mostly as an example of Semantic Web technology stack and to the best of authors’ knowledge is not mature enough to be used in a production system. It is based on three main questions that can be asked when developing tourism applications: a) What can a tourist see, visit and what can he do while staying at a tourism destination? b) Where are the interesting places to see and visit located? c) When can the tourist visit a particular place?

There are also several ontologies that are not exactly deal with tourist information, but may be useful, as they describe either broader part of world than tourism or cover in detail some subset of information usually relevant for tourists.

Shema.org project [12] provides a collection of schemas that webmasters can use to markup HTML pages in ways recognized by major search providers, and that can also be used for structured data interoperability (e.g. in JSON). Search engines including Bing, Google, Yahoo! and Yandex rely on this markup to improve the display of search results, making it easier for people to find the right Web pages. There are several concepts and relations relevant to tourism domain. Upper level structure (of the relevant subset) includes: Action, CreativeWork, Event, Intangible (e.g., Rating, StructuredValue, such as Contact or GeoCoordinates), Organization, Person, Place (including TouristAttraction).

GoodRelations [13] is a vocabulary for publishing all of the details of products and services in a way friendly to search engines, mobile applications, and browser extensions. It is by design more tailored to electronic commerce and is centered around BusinessEntity, Offering, ProductOrService and Location.

III. TOURIST ASSISTANT - TAIS

Tourist assistant – TAIS is an intelligent mobile tourist guide that allows tourists to get information about
attractions around the current geographic location based on tourist context and ratings assigned by other tourists. Information about attractions is extracted from different internet services (like Wikipedia, Wikivoyage, Wikitravel, Panoramio, Flickr) “on the fly” that allows to use the guide in any region of the world and get actual at the moment information. Tourist assistant – TAIS provides information about public transport and car sharing possibilities for the tourist with drivers nearby for comfortable reaching preferred attractions.

Tourist assistant - TAIS includes several components ([4], [14], [15], [16]), this paper focuses on interaction of the following subset of them:

- client application installed to the user mobile device that shares tourist context with the smart space and provides the tourist results of guide application operation;
- attraction information service that implements retrieving and caching the information about attractions;
- recommendation service that evaluates attraction/image/description scores based on ratings that have been saved to internal database earlier.

Main tasks of client application are: share information about tourist context, profile, and actions; communication with smart space; provide results to the tourist; and share tourist ratings of attended attractions, browsed descriptions and images with the smart space.

The attraction information service is responsible for providing information about attractions with description and photos around location.

The recommendation service implements ranking attractions, images, and descriptions for providing the tourist the best attractions to see and the best images and descriptions for providing the smart space.

Interaction between components of TAIS is performed by means of smart space platform Smart-M3, described in [17].

The Smart-M3 platform consists of two main parts: information agents and kernel. The kernel, in its turn, consists of two elements: Semantic Information Broker (SIB) and data storage. Information agents are software entities installed on the mobile devices of the smart space users or on some server machines providing services to all users of the smart space. For example, TAIS client application as well as TAIS services (atraction information service, recommendation service and others) are all information agents in terms of Smart-M3 platform.

Information agents interact with SIB through the Smart space Access Protocol (SSAP). The SIB is the access point for receiving the information to be stored, or retrieving the stored information. All this information is kept in the data storage as a graph that conforms to the rules of the Resource Description Framework (RDF). According to these rules, all information is represented by "Subject - Predicate - Object" triples. Most important operations supported by SSAP are inserting, removing, updating, querying RDF triples and subscribing to an insertion or deletion of a given RDF graph pattern.

The subscription to RDF graph patterns is the only way to provide a control flow for information agents interaction via Smart-M3 platform. Subscription can be defined either in the form of a simple triple pattern or in the more complex form of graph pattern described by a SPARQL query.

IV. ONTOLOGY DESIGN

According to the FIPA specification, ontology includes a vocabulary (i.e. a list of logical constants and predicate symbols) for referring to the subject area, and a set of logical statements expressing the constraints existing in the domain and restricting the interpretation of the vocabulary. Ontologies, therefore, provide a vocabulary for representing and communicating knowledge about some topic and a set of relationships and properties that hold for the entities denoted by that vocabulary. [18]

A. Ontology design goals, constraints and scope

Goals of ontology design in this research effort: a) to provide a common vocabulary for all services interested in tourist information interchange; b) to preserve the information about the provider of each «information piece» in the common knowledge space.

Formal specification of common vocabulary along with the enumeration of allowed concept combinations (i.e., the first goal completion) would enable third-party services to «understand» graph patterns contained in smart space and be able to augment them in a semantically correct way.

The second goal is to give a tourist an opportunity to determine the supplier of different pieces of information in common space. It may give users an opportunity to prioritize different information suppliers in manual or automatic way. For example, there may be several attraction recommendation services each assigning expected utility for attractions, but a user may think that one of that services better predicts his/her interest as others. This is very close to the trust layer in classical Semantic Web stack.

From the technological point of view, there are several ways to approach this goal. First, different ways of reification – an RDF instrument that allows one to describe RDF triples with another triples. The problem with reification is that it requires either encoding each triple as four triples in the triple store or it requires some native
support from RDF tools. Moreover, reification is an overkill w.r.t. the goal analyzed, as there is no need to add some unique information to each triple. Instead, the entire RDF graph should be «colored» by the limited number of service signatures. Another way to approach this problem is named graphs model, an extension of RDF model [19]. Albeit, at best of authors’ knowledge Smart-M3 Platform does not have a built-in support of named graphs.

To meet the second design goal, a two-level ontology is introduced. The first layer (also called generic layer) defines cornerstone concepts of the tourist information domain and should be accepted and understood by any party that is interested in tourist information exchange. Examples of the concepts defined in the generic layer are Attraction, Rating etc. The second layer (service layer) defines service-specific terms for concepts of generic layer and maps them to the respective concepts via equivalence relation. So, in an example concerning multiple recommendation services, there is a property in a generic layer of the ontology corresponding to expected utility, but those multiple recommendation services do not use this property; instead, each service defines its own property for expected value in its own service ontology and maps it to generic property with a special ontology instrument.

It also must be noted, that the presented version of the ontology contains a high-level conceptual structure of tourist domain and a subset that covers information demands during sightseeing only, setting aside other tourist activities as accommodation, transportation, and so on.

B. Generic layer ontology

The proposed ontology is described in RDFS. Generic layer ontology is based on [5] and [12] and is built around four core classes: Tourist, Entity, Action, and Virtual. Tourist class instance corresponds to one tourist and its properties describe tourist’s inclinations, preferences, and current state. Entity class’ instances correspond to places (subclass Place) and events (subclass Event). Action class instances represent various actions and intents of the tourist (examine surroundings, examine place in detail etc.). Finally, Virtual class’ subclasses define intangible concepts like user rating, score, address, geographic coordinates, etc.

All the concepts URIs used by the generic layer ontology are prefixed with the “http://spiras.nv.ru/tio/gn/v1/” which will be omitted in the following text or replaced with a prefix “tiog” where appropriate.

Tourist class is used to state the fact that a subject is a person who is performing a vacation trip and is ready to receive various information about interesting surroundings and ways to spend time in a jovial way.

Statement (hereinafter, Turtle [20] syntax is used to write RDF triples)

<mailto:u@gmail.com> a tiog:Tourist .

is used to declare an ontology node with URI mailto:u@gmail.com as an instance of Tourist class.

Tourist instance is an allowed domain for the following properties (all the listed properties are defined in the namespace tiog):

- hasKeyword – literal-valued property corresponding to one area of interest of the tourist expressed as keyword. May have multiple values.
- hasGeoCoordinates:lat – tourist’s coordinates. GeoCoordinates class instance, which is a pair of geo:lat and geo:long.
- nearBy – points to an Attraction that is near to the tourist. May have multiple values.
- hasRating – a rating that was assigned to a Attraction. Rating class instance.
- hasExpectedScore – an expected score of how this attraction would be interesting to the user. Score class instance.

C. Service layer ontology

Generic layer ontology defines the set of concepts and properties that are used to describe tourists and attractions. However, the direct use of these terms would violate the second goal of the ontology – the resulting network of ontological definitions in common smart space would not contain an inkling on the originator of some fact. To resolve this issue the service layer ontology is introduced. The service layer ontology is a set of properties (and only properties) mapped to the generic ontology with special property tiog:isImplOf.

1 W3C Geo: http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#
That is, if, for example, some service holds a huge collection of photographs it may define a property http://photoba.nk/tio/implementation/imageUrl (later referred as pb:imageUrl) and declare in smart space that its pb:imageUrl is an implementation of the tiog:imageUrl:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pb:imageUrl} \\
tiog:isImplOf \text{ tiog:imageUrl}.
\end{align*}
\]

After that photo service annotates nodes of the common ontology with pb:imageUrl and other services would be able to infer that, first, pb:imageUrl holds a URL of an image of the attraction, second, that that image was provided by http://photoba.nk.

For convenience, every property of the generic layer ontology is also mapped into itself with tiog:isImplOf.

V. SERVICE INTERACTION MODEL

Service interaction model is based on the ontology subgraph monitoring and subscription capability of the underlying smart environment implementation. Each application that is willing to take part in the tourist information exchange should start with identifying the ontology subgraph patterns that provide the required input. These patterns and events associated with them (such as creating and dissipation) serve also as signals to perform some actions. It is paramount that mutual dependencies between applications be avoided. Interaction takes the form of augmentation of the ontology graph.

When a new ontology subgraph matching the specified pattern is detected service action is triggered. Depending on the purpose of the service, its action may include adding new facts into the common ontology graph. When triggering specialization disappears, service must respond to it by removing all the ontology graph data that was added into the smart space in response to creation of that pattern, if any. The rationale here is that in each moment of time ontology graph representing current situation must be consistent. Parts of the graph added by the service on detection of trigger pattern depend on parts that form that trigger pattern and should be removed upon dissipation of the latter to maintain ontology graph consistency. There is also a technological reason for that, namely any part of the ontology graph must be controlled by exactly one service (so that not a single graph node or edge can become an orphan, at least in the process of normal functioning of all the services).

So, each service design must declare:

1) an input ontology pattern specification;
2) an action that is performed by the service;
3) an output ontology pattern specification.

It is an open question whether a service action can use any information contained in the common ontology but not in the input pattern specification. In frequently updated ontologies in would easily result in race conditions and inconsistencies of different kind. Therefore, the rule of thumb in service design is to include all information that is needed for service operation in the input ontology pattern.

Smart-M3 platform provides the required capabilities of ontology graph monitoring through the mechanism of SPARQL subscriptions. Knowledge processor can initiate a subscription operation by sending a SPARQL request to the SIB. SIB evaluates this request in the current smart space contents, returns the result of the query to the knowledge processor, and takes the responsibility to inform the knowledge processor each time the result of this SPARQL expression changes.

Therefore, input ontology graph pattern specification should be encoded as a SPARQL subscription query in such a way that each row of the result corresponds to one instance of that pattern. Then, upon each modification of the ontology graph the service will receive all the pattern instances that appeared in the ontology graph and all pattern instances that disappeared. As it was described earlier, these events are followed by the service performing target actions or removing output subgraph respectively.

This mechanism is clarified by the following example. Let a service must react on a user movement and update the list of nearby attractions. User movement is reflected in the ontology as a mutation of one or two user coordinates. User type must also be analyzed, because nearby attractions should be shown only to users that currently characterize themselves as tourists (during vacations, for example). Input pattern for the listed service requirements is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Example input pattern](image_url)

This pattern can be described with the following SPARQL query:

```
SELECT ?user ?lat ?long
{
?user a tiog:Tourist .
?user tiog:hasGeoCoordinates [
  geo:lat ?lat ;
  geo:long ?long ].
}
```

Each row of this query corresponds to one instance of the input pattern. As SPARQL subscription operation of the Smart-M3 returns the result of query evaluation in the current ontology, the result of this subscription query will
contain all users that are typed as tiog:Tourist with known coordinates (Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:u@gmail.com">mailto:u@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>59.954</td>
<td>30.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:z@gmail.com">mailto:z@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>57.15</td>
<td>65.533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The set of the received input patterns should be processed immediately resulting in augmenting the smart space ontology with the list of nearby attractions information.

For each row of this table the service generates a pack of triples describing the nearby attractions:

```
<mailto:u@gmail.com> tiog:nearBy [ a tiog:TouristAttraction ;
  tiog:hasUid "uid:8378" ;
  tiog:hasName "Palace Square"
].
```

Afterwards, the SIB notifies the service each time this table is altered. For example, if the user mailto:u@gmail.com moves and his/her mobile device detects this and reflects the new location in smart space SIB sends to the service a couple of data tables – deleted items and added items. So, if mailto:u@gmail.com moves to (60, 30.33) then notification of the service looks like shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deleted</th>
<th>Inserted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:u@gmail.com">mailto:u@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>59.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:u@gmail.com">mailto:u@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obsolete (deleted) row is interpreted as a sign of dissipation of the input pattern and results in cleaning smart space from the triples that were previously added by the service for user1_node. After that, new (inserted) row is interpreted as a new input pattern and a new triples are added into smart space:

```
<mailto:u@gmail.com> tiog:nearBy [ a tiog:TouristAttraction ;
  tiog:hasUid "uid:9580" ;
  tiog:hasName "Tauride Gardens"
].
```

### VI. RECOMMENDATION SERVICE DESIGN

In the following section a complete example of a service is explained. The authors will focus on the process of service definition and interaction with other services rather than describe service’s innards and the way it processes the input information. Let’s consider TAIS recommendation service introduced in Section III. It listens to the list of attractions that are near the user (provided by some other smart space service) and rate that attractions based on tacit and explicit user preferences (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Recommendation service information flow](image)

Service ontology of this service includes properties for rating and score which are declared to be implementations of the respective properties of the generic layer ontology tiog:hasRating and tiog:hasExpectedScore. Prefix URI for service ontology can be http://example/tiog/rec/. Then, upon service initialization following triples are added into smart space:

```sparql
@prefix rec: <http://example/tiog/rec/> .
@prefix tiog: <http://spiiras.nw.ru/tio/gn/v1/> .
rec:hasUserRating tiog:isImplOf tiog:hasUserRating .
rec:hasExpectedScore tiog:isImplOf tiog:hasExpectedScore .
```

![Fig. 3. Input ontology pattern of the recommendation service](image)

The input for this service is attraction list (attraction ratings, certainly, are also input, but it is not discussed here in detail). More specifically, input data should include user identifier (to retrieve user preferences from the preferences...
database) and attraction identifier (to ratings of that attraction from the preferences database). To adapt this kind of service to the proposed interaction model this input information must be described as an ontology pattern. Having in mind the fact, that tourist surroundings are represented in the ontology in the way, depicted in the Fig. 3 (input pattern arcs are highlighted by solid lines), SPARQL description of the input pattern can be written as follows:

```
SELECT ?user_id ?loc_node ?loc_uid
{
  ?user_id a tiog:Tourist.
  ?nearprop tiog:isImplOf tiog:nearBy.
  ?loc_node a tiog:TouristAttraction.
  ?loc_node tiog:hasUid ?loc_uid.
}
```

This query returns one row for each attraction that is said to be in the user surroundings and the respective user identifier.

For each new row – returned on subscription or in notification (as inserted row) the service inserts into smart space rating of the given attraction assigned by the user user_id and expected score of the attraction for that user (Fig. 4). In the Fig. 4 inserted triples are shown by dash lines, fet:nearBy is defined by the service that added attraction description as an implementation of tiog:nearBy.

For each deleted row of the subscription query results recommendation service removes triples with userRating and expected score for ?loc_node – exactly the same triples that were inserted during the new row processing.

VII. RECOMMENDATION SERVICE AND ATTRACTION INFORMATION SERVICE INTERACTION SCENARIO

In this section, a complete set of interactions while obtaining information about nearby attractions is discussed. The parties of information exchange are TAIS services introduced in Section III:

Client application posts information about current user’s state and location.

Attraction information service is responsible for finding points of interest (locations) near the user.

Recommendation service is responsible for ranking attractions with respect to expected utility to users and/or users’ interest.

All these services are activated in turn, because input patterns rely on the triples generated by some other service. The sequence of actions can be following. A client application registers a user as a tiog:Tourist in a smart space and sets his/her coordinates. This pattern (tiog:Tourist and coordinates) is the input pattern for attraction information service to provide a list of interesting attractions nearby (which are inserted as triples with predicate implementing tiog:nearBy). On the other hand, triples with predicate implementing tiog:nearBy in conjunction with user id and attraction id (see section VI) is the input signal for recommendation service which responds to it by adding user ratings and expected score to attraction nodes in smart space. The insertion of the rating and score patterns can be an input triple for client application to sort the list of attractions in user interface.

Fig. 5 illustrates a fragment of an ontology indicating the parts of it managed by different services.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper an interaction model and ontology are proposed for smart space services providing tourist information support. The principle that lies behind the interaction model is incremental growth of an ontology graph as a result of contribution of different services. Service design guidelines are discussed and analyzed.

This work primarily exists in the context of Smart M3 platform; it probably can be enhanced to other smart space environments following blackboard model and supporting ontological descriptions of concepts but this, of course, requires some rigorous analysis of the target smart space platform.
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